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School Motto: We are safe, respectful, problem solvers!
**PLEASE REMEMBER**

Dear Knudsen Families,

This year all Knudsen teachers are implementing the MindUP curriculum with students. MindUp is a comprehensive, classroom-tested,
evidence-based curriculum that fosters social and emotional awareness, enhances psychological well-being and promotes academic success.
The MindUP classroom is an optimistic classroom that promotes and
develops mindful attention to oneself and others, tolerance of differences, and the capacity of each member of the community to grow as a
human being and a learner. Over the course of the MindUp experience, children learn about the brain and how it functions, in the process gaining insight into their own minds and behaviors as well as
those of the people around them.
MindUP offers teachers and children insights that respond to the natural thoughtfulness of young people and lead to self-regulation of
their behavior. MindUP is dedicated to the belief that the child who
learns to monitor his or her senses and feelings becomes more aware
and better understands how to respond to the world reflectively in******************************** stead of reflexively.
We still have about 30 openings in our Occasionally, we will be sharing things about our learning in the
GSRP program for 4 year olds. If inter- newsletter. In addition, every Monday morning at 9:00 we are practicing mindfulness at Peace Circle. Please feel free to join us!
sted, please contact

Every Monday - Peace Circle @ 9am
and Boy Scout meetings @7pm in the
cafeteria. Every Wednesday Girl
Scouts will be in the Art Room and
Boy Scout meetings in the cafeteria
@7pm.
********************************
9/25/17
Picture Day

Stepanski Early Childhood Center @
248-666-9593

Have a great weekend!
Laura Smith

***************************************

9/28/17
Super Hero Fun Run Fundraiser
CONGRATULATIONS!!
Alexandra Bautista, Journi Briggs, Ty Engle, Josey Powell, and
Robert Tabor for being chosen to perform in Waterford Kettering’s fall performance of Joseph & the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat.

“Inspire, educate, and empower our students for their future”

